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Date / Time Student Score Passing Score Result
December 16, 2020

2:53 pm 90 80 Pass

 

DocuSign Agreement Cloud Certification

# Question Correct
Answer

Student
Answer Result Points

Awarded

1 The DocuSign Agreement Cloud is the umbrella term
for the following:

All of the
above

Applications:
eSignature,
SpringCM,
Gen, Click,
Intelligent
Insights,
Guided

Forms, and
other

products and
modules that

DocuSign
sells and
supports.

Incorrect 0

2 An agreement process is made up of these steps: 1.
Prepare, 2. Sign, 3. Act, 4. Manage True True Correct 10

3

Every organization has a system of agreement. The
problem is, most are still largely manual and
disconnected. Organizations use the DocuSign
Agreement Cloud to automate and connect their
systems of agreement with their core business
processes.

True True Correct 10

4 Which of the following are indicators that you have a
legacy System of Agreement?

All of the
above

All of the
above Correct 10

5 A legacy System of Agreement can: (select all that
apply)

Risk legal
exposure,

Slow time to
revenue,
Impair the
customer

experience

Risk legal
exposure,

Slow time to
revenue,
Impair the
customer

experience

Correct 10

6

While many companies have invested in technology
such as CRM and CPQ to improve their Sales
process, they are not getting the return on investment
they expect because those tools are interfacing with an
outdated agreement process.

True True Correct 10

7
With the DocuSign Agreement Cloud, organizations
can now start with eSignature or accelerate their path
to modernizing their System of Agreement by selecting
multiple solutions from the Agreement Cloud.

True True Correct 10

8 DocuSign is a single product company focused solely
on eSignature. False False Correct 10
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9
The DocuSign Agreement Cloud offers the most
comprehensive suite of products, integrations and
expertise to help our customers become a more
agreeable company.

True True Correct 10

10
Being a more agreeable company means
organizations will have the ability to: (select all that
apply)

Become
easier to do

business with,
easier to do
business for,
and easier on

the
environment,
Automate and

connect
organizations

entire
agreement
process,
Deliver a

better
experience for

customers,
Deliver a

better
experience for

employees,
Do business

faster,
simpler, and
more cost-
efficiently

Become
easier to do

business with,
easier to do
business for,
and easier on

the
environment,
Automate and

connect
organizations

entire
agreement
process,
Deliver a

better
experience for

customers,
Deliver a

better
experience for

employees,
Do business

faster,
simpler, and
more cost-
efficiently

Correct 10
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